
TODAY’S OFFICE 
MADE EASY.

Everything you need all in one place.



SIMPLE.  
EXPEDIENT.  
AFFORDABLE.



SIMPLE.  
EXPEDIENT.  
AFFORDABLE.

Intelligent solutions  
for any workspace.
Attention to Detail. Quality Design.   
NDI+ offers the best quality office furniture 

available in today’s market—contemporary, 

traditional, functional, or luxurious—we have 

the answer to all your office furnishing needs 

no matter what your budget will allow.
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Classic Laminate Series
Rich in styling and superior in construction, the 
Classic Laminate Series offers an intelligent solution 
to any workstation need. Available in a wide range of 
components and sizes, it can be easily pieced together 
to create the configuration that best suits your needs.
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The right furniture has the ability  
to inspire any workplace. 

NDI+ offers an office collection for every type of work 

space—individual, open space, collaborative, functional—

to help enhance your team’s creativity, productivity and 

efficiency. Whatever the space may be, let us help you 

transform it into the inspirational working space that you’ve 

always wanted. 

Elements Series
A contemporary styling ideal for open work spaces and team 
centers or creating a light, airy feel in a private office. Features 
include designer storage units and overhead hutches with 
multiple door options and laminate finishes to choose from. 
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Borders + Series
There is a delicate balance needed to create privacy and team 
collaboration in open spaces. Borders+ is exactly what your office 
has been looking for to improve productivity, while creating the perfect 
flexible, professional and open workspace.



Power Wall
Use as a standalone or wall attachment to mount up to a 50” monitor 
for all to view or combine and use as a base for a sitting or standing 
height conference table—perfect for any open space environment. 
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Racetrack Conference Tables 
Space saving and modern design paired with elliptical 
base gives an enhanced look.  Power upgrades make the 
conference space equipped for today’s digital workspace.

Boat Shaped Conference Tables 
A traditional shape paired with a simple panel base 
gives a blend of style and value.

Rectangular Conference Tables 
Maximize the work area and pare with cube bases in 
standard height or bistro height offers a modern touch.
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Create spaces where people want to be.

Whether it is in a corporate setting, community area, or in an 

education or healthcare environment, NDI+ delivers options 

for privacy, openness, comfort, style, and extreme flexibility. 

When people enter into your workspace—employees, 

clients, or guests—they will feel welcomed and excited to 

come back again soon.   

Reception Stations
Now more versatile, these reception stations can have optional 
overlay, glass, rectangular or bow front transaction tops. 
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Lounge Seating 
The perfect complement to any contemporary work space or home, 
NDI+ offers a wide selection of design styles to create a welcoming  
environment needed for employees and guests.
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Café

Casual Meeting Tables
These casual meeting tables provide the perfect look  
for any small meeting space. 

Café Tables
Choose from a wide assortment of tops and 
base styles to create a designer look with 
value pricing. 

Training Tables
An economical solution to address your 
boardroom, training and seminar needs. Our 
training tables provide flexibility and durability  
and will bring style and warmth to the workplace. 



Everyone is unique.

It doesn’t matter if you are seeking furniture for individual offices, full 

conference rooms and anything inbetween, NDI+ offers a varity of 

options to match all your comfort, function, and style needs. 

Seating
NDI+ offers seating to fit a person’s height and weight, and 
offers a variety of material options to meet your preferred 
comfort and style. With a mix of back heights and styles to 
choose from, we have something for everyone.
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Silver

FINISHES:

Available Surface Finishes:   
*Not all finishes are available on each item, 

call for details.

Aspen

NEW

Mahogany

CherryEspresso Newport 
Gray

White*

Maple* Honey

Modern 
Walnut

Black

White*

Available Table Leg Finishes:
*Not all finishes are available on each item, 

call for details.

2305 Kline Ave  |  Suite 101 
Nashville, TN 37211

800-229-3375

www.ndiof.com

Call us today and start 
creating the perfect  
office for you. 
Interested in a specific product, or 

a complete office refresh but have 

no idea where to begin? Call us at 

800-229-3375 and one of our sale 

representative would be happy to 

help you begin creating your perfect 

workspace. 

 
Visit www.ndiof.com for  
a complete list of products  
and finishes.

Adjustable Height Tables 
Muscle strain, neck and back stiffness, and lack of circulation can 

result in loss of productivity.  Our Adjustable Height Tables help 

promote a healthier and more efficient workplace.


